The data we discuss in this report consist primarily of events which have two charged particles in the final state. As discussed in
Ref. 2 and 3, the measurements of the azimuthal angles of the charged particles by the charged particle detector are particularly useful for events with two charged particles, and cuts on the difference of the azimuthal angles do not produce mass-dependent biases.
We now discuss our measurements of the polar angles of the charged particles and the biases produced in mass spectra by cuts on these quantities. Figure 1 titatively, we have calculated with a monte carlo program the probability for various final states to produce one charged particle which strikes the cross-hatched region of Fig. 1 (a) and a second particle which hits anywhere in the front array. In all cases, the decay products of the missing mass were assumed to be distributed according to phase space.
The results of these calculations are displayed in Fig. 1(c) . These results indicate that in general the acceptance does not generate enhancements except in the case of the K K n final state where structure greater than 1,00 MeV in width is induced. In addition one sees that k the acceptance for the'described cuts increases substantially with the number of pions in the final state.
Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show the actual data corresponding to the selection described above, i.e. two charged particles in the front array with at least one in the shaded region. The events in Fig. 2 Previous reports of mesons in the mass region 1000-1100 MeV can be categorized briefly as follows: the wel1-established cp(1019), the it N (10l6) which is a charged KK effect, the S"(1070) which has been reported principally in the K_K channel, the T) N (1080) which is a itit effect and which may be related to the S", and the A. (1070) which is a 3rt effect.
Monte Carlo calculations indicate that the 1033 MeV region of
Figs. 2(a), 2(b), and 2(c) cannot be significantly populated by a K K~n final state. To study the K K n channel near threshold, we have examined the spectrum containing events which have 2 charged particles both with 8. . < 11.5° and for which the azimuthal angles differ by 147-180°. Since near K K~ threshold the K and K~ make small angles with respect to the beam the acceptance of these cuts for the K K channel is large. For the it it n channel the acceptance is zero due to the large Q. value of the itit system and consequent large opening angle of the pions.
The spectrum with these restrictive cuts shows an excess of events centered near 1060 MeV consistent with the calculated acceptance for + --the K K n channel and published KK spectra. In the 1033 MeV region,
we calculate that at least 41% of K K events would satisfy these cuts assuming that the spin of the K K system is less than 3. In the interval 1022-1042 MeV, we observe only 2.0 + 3.7 events above a background of <~> 4 events/8 MeV. Hence, we find no evidence for a K K decay of the M°(1033) and we cannot associate the M° (1033) 4. Using the method of likelihood ratios a fit to a third order polynomial plus gaussian form is found to be 6x10 times more probable than a simple third order polynomial fit, when both fits are over the entire interval 854-1206 MeV.
5. We have followed the practice, common in baryon spectroscopy, of designating enhancements by a generic label and a mass value in parenthesis. For non-strange mesons we have used the generic label M.
6. When two errors are given, the first is statistical and the second is systematic.
7. To minimize binning effects, the mass and width were determined from data in 1 MeV bins. Resonance parameters were obtained using a gaussian form and a polynomial background. 12 8. Using the method of likelihood ratios a fit of a quadratic plus k gaussian form is found to be 1.2x10 times more probable than a simple quadratic fit. 
